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ABSTRACT 

The Last Planner® system (LPS) is used on construction projects to improve the reliability of production 
planning.  A significant process of the LPS is Lookahead planning where activities are broken down into 
the level of operations, constraints are identified, responsibilities are assigned, and assignments are made 
ready.  The success of Lookahead planning depends on task anticipation, which is a result of activity 
breakdown and design of operations, and making activities ready by removing constraints.  The purpose 
of this paper is to show through computer simulation the relationship between improving task anticipated 
(TA) and the reliability of weekly work planning expressed as percent plan complete (PPC).  The paper 
presents a simulation model for the lookahead planning process starting three weeks before execution and 
ending in activities executed during the work week.  The study findings indicate a positive correlation be-
tween TA and PPC where improving lookahead planning can increase reliable work execution.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Last Planner® System 

The Last Planner® System (LPS) for production planning and control is used on construction projects to 
assist in smoothing variations in workflow and improving the reliability of planning.  The system origi-
nally addressed reliability issues at the weekly work plan level but soon expanded to cover the full plan-
ning and schedule development process from master scheduling to phase scheduling through lookahead 
planning and weekly work planning.  To track the reliability of weekly work planning, the LPS uses  met-
ric called percent plan complete (PPC) which measures the percentage of tasks completed relative to 
those planned  (Ballard 2000, Hamzeh 2011). 

The LPS comprises four levels of planning processes:  
1. Master scheduling or front-end planning identifies major milestone dates and describes in general 

terms work to be performed over the entire duration of a project (Tommelein & Ballard 1997).   
2. Phase scheduling is collaborative planning exercise that generates a more coarse level-of-detail 

schedule covering each project phase.  The exercise employs reverse phase scheduling and identi-
fies handoffs between the various specialty organizations (Ballard & Howell 2003).  

3. Lookahead planning looks at activities on the phase schedule within a time frame between two to 
six weeks.  These activities are then broken down into the level of processes/operations, con-
straints are identified, responsibilities are assigned, and assignments are made ready (Ballard 
1997; Hamzeh, Ballard, and Tommelein 2008). 
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4. Weekly work planning develops the lookahead plan into a weekly work plan by presenting activi-

ties in the most detailed level required to drive the production process.  At the end of each week, 
assignments are reviewed to measure PPC.  Analyzing reasons for plan failures and acting on the-
se reasons is used for learning and continuous improvement (Ballard 2000). 

As a first step in production control, lookahead planning is a vital link between phase scheduling and 
weekly work planning.  Lookahead planning makes scheduled tasks ready to be performed, shields activi-
ties on the weekly work plan from variations by removing constraints, sizes capacity to work flow, pro-
duces a backlog of workable activities, and designs how operations are performed (Ballard 1997, Ballard 
2000, Hamzeh 2009). 

To measure the performance of the lookahead planning process two metrics, Tasks Anticipated (TA) 
and Tasks Made Ready (TMR), are used.  TA measures the percentage of tasks anticipated on the 
lookahead plan two weeks ahead of execution.  TMR measures the performance of lookahead planning in 
identifying and removing constraints to make tasks ready for execution (Ballard 1997; Hamzeh, Ballard, 
and Tommelein 2008). 

 Thus TA measures the performance of lookahead planning in anticipating tasks that will take place 
two or three weeks in the future.  Anticipating tasks is a result of breaking down activities into the level of 
operations, designing those operations (i.e., arranging the sequence, materials, labor, equipment, tools, 
safety, etc.), identifying constraints, and assigning responsibilities.   

Improving lookahead planning is expected to have positive impacts on the reliability of construction 
workflow.  The LPS measures this reliability in terms of PPC by measuring the percentage of tasks com-
pleted at the end of a certain week relative to those tasks planned at the beginning of the week.  While 
tracking PPC is necessary on most projects implementing LPS, tracking TA is very rare.  This study sug-
gests using computer simulation to study the impacts of increasing TA (i.e., improving the anticipation of 
tasks) on the reliability of workflow measured in terms of PPC. 

1.2 Simulation in Construction 

Although the use of simulation to model construction planning is not very common, several researchers 
have highlighted the use of simulation for construction operations.  Martinez and Ioannou (1999) exam-
ined simulation programs and found them well suited for various applications within the construction in-
dustry.  Shi (1999) discussed the benefits of using simulation within construction planning and its poten-
tial to improve process performance.  A few of the advantages of computer simulation include ability to 
model resources, create a dynamic process, and being able to instill variability and randomness within the 
model.   

 Simulation has been used to improve construction operations.  Vanegas et al. (1993) employed simu-
lation for planning construction processes on heavy civil projects and found out that simulation is asimple 
tool for workflow analysis and its overall implementation costs are relatively low.  Huang et al. (2004) 
reported planning gang formwork operations for building construction, using simulation to improve 
formwork use, reuse, and resource allocation.  They found that depending on the reuse scheme and re-
source allocation, the project duration and cost can vary substantially.  

Other researchers have used simulation for planning and logistics.  Wales and AbouRizk (1996) de-
veloped a modeling strategy to improve project scheduling and planning by reducing the impacts of  
weather on productivity and project completion for a bridge construction project.  Hamzeh et al. (2007) 
developed a simulation model to improve the supply of consumables on construction projects by pooling 
site stores into logistics centers, thus reducing material shortages.  

Simulation models are powerful analytical tools where uncertainty and variability are embedded to 
better simulate a system.  Tommelein (1997) identified a lack of modeling for the concepts of uncertainty, 
waste, and flow within lean construction.  Developing models to represent the flow of unique materials 
and bulk volume materials, Tommelein found that simulation is useful in describing lean construction 
strategies, and providing information required for further improvement.  Alves, Tommelein, and  Ballard 
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(2006) utilized simulation to research the interactions between variability, buffers, and batches throughout 
five scenarios pertaining to the planning, fabrication, shipping and installation of sheet metal ductwork.   

Some researchers used simulation for production system design and allocation of buffers.  Srisuwan-
rat and Ioannou (2007) investigated lead-time buffering under uncertainty using simulation and cost op-
timization.  They have found that the process of applying lead-time buffers does provide for increased 
workflow and project profit, dependent on associated penalty costs.  Draper and Martinez (2002) used 
simulation to evaluate alternative production system designs and recognized that much of the traditional 
construction processes are lined with waste and “artificial” constraints, making the use of production con-
trol difficult.  To improve production strategies, Alarcón and Ashley (1999) explored the use of the ‘Dice 
Game’, as this game simulation relates to understanding variability and risk analysis.  They have found 
that the use of a simple simulated production model is useful in exploring lean production strategies as 
they relate to buffers and variability. 

Simulation is also used to evaluate alternatives across multiple projects.  AbouRizk and Dozzi (1993) 
used simulation to resolve construction disputes on construction projects by identifying operation cost 
changes.  They also found that simulation can be a very successful tool for construction operations media-
tion.  Liu and Wang (2009) examined the use of simulation modeling with design firms to effectively al-
locate design participants and resources to multiple projects.  It was found that the simulation model 
could incorporate various design iterations, deliverables and determine the most effective participant allo-
cation for project completion.  Schramm et al. (2008) used simulation to support decision-makers in pro-
duction system design and operations.  The authors found that simulation outcomes are helpful in deter-
mining a reliable process duration, start time, and the potential impact of changes to production in 
housing construction.   

The previously mentioned studies employed a variety of simulation software to build their simulation 
models and simulate system performance.  These software include @RISK, STROBOSCOPE, 
CYCLONE, SIGMA, SLAMSYSTEM, and Micro CYCLONE. 

2 RESEARCH METHOD 

To study the impact of improving tasked anticipated (TA) in lookahead planning on the reliability of 
weekly work planning and execution requires a detailed study incorporating uncertainty and involving 
multiple scenarios.  The hypothesis suggested is that increasing TA will increase PPC and improve pro-
ject performance.  While performing such a study on a running project is difficult at best, simulation of-
fers an effective inexpensive option to experiment, answer what-if questions, and show the results of var-
ious what-if scenarios (Dooley 2002). 

There are multiple benefits to using simulation when studying a system including: prediction of what-
if scenario results, diagnosis of performance, human-skills training, education, entertainment, proof of so-
lutions (e.g., the pipe spool simulation study by Tommelein (1998)), and theory discovery (Axelrod 
2006).  

Simulation models representing a system are performed in three different methods: (1) discrete event 
simulation which models a system in terms of entities and resources changing at discrete time intervals 
when certain events are triggered, (2) system dynamics which defines the behavior of a system by identi-
fying key-state variables related to each other by differential equations, and (3) agent-based simulation 
which involves agents that interact with other agents and resources as per certain schema to maximize 
their utility functions (Dooley 2002, Schruben and Schruben 2005). 

This study employs discrete event simulation to study the impact of improving task anticipation in 
lookahead planning on the performance of weekly work planning.  This serves as a laboratory for testing 
the hypothesis “Improving TA in lookahead planning improves the performance of weekly work planning 
measured in PPC.”  The model also helps make predictions about the performance of lookahead planning 
and its implications on overall project performance such as project duration. 

The simulation study includes three main steps: (1) conceptual model design which describes the sys-
tem to be modeled including variables, resources, and events that trigger changes in the system (as shown 
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later in Figure 1), (2) mathematical model supporting the simulation platform (shown later in Figure 2 
although the mathematical details are imbedded within the model and impact the change of events), and 
(3) experimental design where a set of experiments are tested and evaluated. 

3 SIMULATION MODEL 

3.1 The Lookahead Planning Process 

Lookahead planning is the first step in production control.  Lookahead planning involves three main 
steps: (1) breaking down tasks into the level of processes/operations, (2) identifying and removing con-
straints to make tasks ready for execution, and (3) designing operations through first run studies (Ballard 
1997, Hamzeh 2009).  

The common lookahead planning window is six weeks ahead of execution.  Activities on the 
lookahead schedule are systematically broken down into further detail (from boulders to rocks to pebbles) 
as they move from six weeks away from execution towards execution week.  Six weeks ahead of execu-
tion, tasks enter the six-week lookahead plan from the phase schedule or master schedule.  At this stage, 
tasks are not detailed yet and are represented by boulders.  Between five weeks and four weeks ahead of 
execution, task break down starts by decomposing phase-level tasks or “Boulders” into their underlying 
work elements expressed in terms of processes or “Rocks” (Ballard 2000,Hamzeh 2009). 

Three weeks ahead of execution, tasks are broken into operations as shown in Figure 1.  At this stage, 
operations are designed using first run studies where crew workers will perform the operation design on 
the first run against safety, quality, time and cost criteria.  It involves understanding the work involved, 
the skills and resources needed, and the interactions with other operations (Ballard and Hamzeh 2007, 
81).  In practice, breakdown can take place earlier than week 3. 

Two weeks ahead of execution (referred to as WK2): tasks at this time will match the level of detail 
required for production (pebbles) as shown in Figure 1, i.e., they will be expressed as tasks to be per-
formed by specific work crews.  Some of the broken pebbles are constraint-free and thus ready for execu-
tion whereas others remain constrained.  Those that are constrained should be made ready by identifying 
and removing constraints.  This includes making all prerequisites required for task execution available in-
cluding: previous work, information, human resources, material, equipment, space, and external condi-
tions.  Although the model assumes that the majority of constraints are removed between week 2 and 
week 1, some constraints can be removed earlier and others are removed later on during the execution 
week.  Tasks that are Ready (constraint-free) join the workable backlog (a backlog of workable / con-
straint-free tasks).  

By the end of this period a certain percentage of the tasks are made ready.  This percentage is called 
R.  The rest of the tasks (1-R) are not ready.  Not-Ready tasks that have the chance to be made ready in 
the upcoming week are kept in the pool (this percentage is P), the rest (Not-Ready and cannot be made 
ready or 1-P) are culled out.  They will be considered for analysis in the next cycle, one week from now 
as shown in Figure 1. 

The final step to be performed at this stage is the “shielding” step, involving protecting downstream 
tasks from variability in upstream tasks.  It involves analyzing tasks and placing them on the Weekly 
Work Plan (WWP) if capacity permits or on the fallback / follow-on list (to be performed in case of extra 
capacity during the week).  Since the team’s capacity can only accommodate a certain task load, the 
shielding process prioritizes those tasks selected to go on the WWP as follows: (1) the first tasks to go on 
the WWP are those that are both critical and ready, (2) if capacity permits, critical and Not-Ready (but 
can be made ready) tasks go next, (3) non-critical and ready tasks go last if capacity permits; otherwise 
they are put on the fall-back / follow-on list.  

One week ahead of execution (referred to as WWP): At this stage, a provisional weekly work plan is 
prepared from (WK2) gauging tasks against certain quality criteria of a) definition (do these tasks have a  
well-defined scope), b) soundness (are they constrained?), c) sequence (are they in proper sequence?), d)  
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Figure 1: The three possible paths to increasing PPC (adapted from Hamzeh 2009) 
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size (is the amount of task matched by enough capacity?), and e) learning (are metrics tracked to monitor 
and improve performance?).  Tasks that are critical, made ready, or can be made ready in the upcoming 
week are incorporated in the weekly work plan within available capacity.  Made ready and non-critical 
tasks are placed on the fall back / follow on work list to be performed in case of extra capacity, either 
from completing critical tasks sooner than expected, or from discovering a constraint that cannot be re-
moved in the plan period.  In addition, a certain number of new tasks (New) that have not been broken 
down from rocks or boulders are introduced in this stage to cater for tasks that were not thought of before. 

The last step of the process is During Execution Week where a percentage of Ready Ready tasks (RR) 
is executed and moved to the Done pile as shown in Figure 1.  The rest of these activities (1-RR) are actu-
ally constrained and cannot be executed due to constraints that were neither discovered in the previous 
week nor removed during the execution week.  Hence, these tasks join the Not Done pile.  For tasks that 
were Not Ready at the beginning of execution week coordination is very crucial to remove constraints 
(i.e., make sure all prerequisites are available).  A certain percentage of those Not-Ready tasks (NR) will 
be made ready and executed.  Thus, they will join the Done pile.  The remaining (1-NR) Not-Ready tasks 
will remain constrained, not be executed, and join the Not Done pile.  Furthermore, a certain percentage 
of the New tasks (N) will be made ready, be executed, and join the Done pile.  The remaining percentage 
(1-N) of tasks will be constrained, not executed, and join the Not Done pile.  At the end of the week, PPC 
is calculated by dividing the number of executed tasks, i.e., those in the Done pile over the total number 
of tasks planned (i.e., Done + Not Done).  Tasks in the Not Done pile will be candidates to join next 
week’s weekly work plan. 

The whole lookahead planning process mentioned above will be repeated on the project until all the 
tasks on the project are complete. 

3.2 Graphical Model 

A mathematical model was first built to represent the process shown in Figure 1.  The model tracks peb-
bles between week 3 and the execution week.  It takes into account all rework tasks that have to go in 
again and pass the shielding process, weekly work planning, and weekly execution.  This mathematical 
model was then reconstructed using SIGMA in a discrete event simulation environment.  Figure 2 shows 
the graphical model built in SIGMA to simulate the process shown in Figure 1.  This model is a surrogate 
of the real system used in a simulation environment to analyze a system and provides insights into its per-
formance and limitations. 

However, the model also incorporates some assumptions including: (1) 40 rocks (i.e., activities on the 
process level such as construct walls, columns, etc.) are introduced each week.  These rocks are then di-
vided into pebbles.  Each rock is divided into a certain number of pebbles that range between 2 and 4.  It 
is represented stochastically in the model as equal to (2 + 2 * RND) where RND is a randomly generated 
number between 0 and 1; (2) Capacity constraints are not considered, all tasks passing the “Shield” step 
make it to the weekly work plan and no tasks go on the fall-back / follow-on list; and (3) There is no pri-
ority when executing activities. 

3.3 Simulation Experiment 

The goal of this simulation is to study the relationship between increasing tasks TA in lookahead planning 
on the performance on weekly work planning measured in terms of PPC.  The hypothesis underlying this 
research is “increasing TA will increase PPC and improve the project performance”.  To setup experi-
ments to analyze this hypothesis, the authors looked at the three different paths to increasing PPC.  These 
three paths are shown with the blue, green, and red arrows in Figure 1.  However, one path corresponds 
with an increased TA, which is the path through the solid arrows.  

TA measures the performance of the planning team in anticipating tasks that should go on the weekly 
work plan two weeks ahead of execution.  It is a measure of successful comprehensive task breakdown, 
and operations design.  Referring to Figure 1, TA can be calculated as the total number of pebbles at 
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WK2 to the total number of pebbles on the WWP, i.e., TA = (Total Pebbles at WK2 - Not Ready that 
cannot be made ready)/ (Total Pebbles at WK2 - Not Ready that cannot be made ready + New (tasks add-
ed to the WWP that were not on the lookahead schedule).  

   One method to increase TA is to increase R, which is the percentage of tasks that are ready two 
weeks ahead of execution.  Although increasing R will slightly impact the increase of TA, this scenario 
was used to study the impact of increasing TA on PPC.  Consequently, the experiment used the following 
parameters: 

 The project has 2080 Rocks (general tasks in the form of processes). 
 Each rock is broken down into 2 to 4 Pebbles (tasks detailed to the level of production crews). 
 P, the percentage of Not-Ready tasks that can be made ready is 0.3. 
 RR, the percentage of Ready tasks that are actually unconstrained is 0.85. 
 NR, the percentage of Not-Ready tasks that will be made ready during the execution week is 0.6. 
 New, number of tasks added to the weekly work plan from outside the lookahead plan is 40 tasks 

per week. 
 N, the percentage of New tasks the can be made ready during the execution week is 0.5. 
 R, the percentage of Pebbles that are made ready two weeks ahead of execution is varied between 

0.1 and 0.9. 
 TA, PPC, and the number of weeks required to finish the project are outputs of the model. 

 

 

Figure 2: A graphical model in SIGMA simulating the lookahead process shown in Figure 1 
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4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Using the parameters mentioned above, nine experiments (varying R between 0.1 and 0.9) are run each 
100 times.  For each run, TA and PPC are measured on a weekly basis for the whole duration of the pro-
ject and an average TA and PPC number for the whole project is calculated.  An average TA and PPC for 
the 100 runs is then calculated and reported.  Table 1 shows results for TA and PPC averaged over all the 
project weeks and over 100 runs.   

Table 1 also shows an average duration for the project over 100 runs rounded for a full week.  Stand-
ard deviations for TA and PPC over 100 runs are also reported.  Each experiment was run 100 times to 
reduce the impact of ‘warm-up’ effects at the beginning of the project and the ‘close down’ effects at the 
end of the project.  The standard deviation figures show consistency in the results. 

Table 1: TA, PPC, and Completion Weeks’ results for nine experiments each run 100 times 

R  TA Avg.  St. Dev.  PPC Avg.  St. Dev. 
Avg. Completion 

Weeks 

0.1  0.741  0.048  0.623  0.009  74 

0.2  0.743  0.043  0.658  0.009  68 

0.3  0.745  0.039  0.683  0.010  65 

0.4  0.746  0.037  0.702  0.010  63 

0.5  0.746  0.036  0.717  0.011  61 

0.6  0.747  0.036  0.729  0.011  60 

0.7  0.747  0.036  0.739  0.012  59 

0.8  0.747  0.038  0.747  0.013  58 

0.9  0.746  0.040  0.754  0.014  57 

 
 Figure 3 shows results of TA and PPC for the nine experiments.  The results indicate an increase in 
TA with the increase of R which means that improving the way project teams plan their tasks make them 
ready is related to tasks anticipation and breakdown.  Results also show an increase in PPC when increas-
ing TA even if that increase is small.  This means investing in lookahead planning can pay dividends in 
terms of task completion. 

Although Figure 3 shows a slightly positive impact of increasing TA on PPC (correlation is 0.94), 
Figure 4 sheds a new light on this  relationship.  While the correlation between TA and PPC is 0.94 which 
is quite high, the fact that the curve drops down after reaching a certain TA level indicate diminishing re-
turns for increasing TA beyond a certain limit.  This result indicates that successfully anticipating tasks on 
the lookahead plan might not be enough on its own to ensure a high PPC result. 

In addition to increasing PPC, the results of the experiments show an overall project improvement.  
Figure 5 shows a decrease in project completion duration when increasing TA and PPC.  Improving 
lookahead planning by increasing task anticipation (TA) and the percentage of tasks made ready two 
weeks ahead of execution (R) produced positive results in terms of weekly task completion PPC and 
overall project completion duration.  The results also show diminishing returns for improving the perfor-
mance of lookahead planning. 

5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

This paper presented a simulation model built to study the relationship between TA and PPC. The results 
indicate that increasing TA by improving the team’s ability to plan and design tasks for execution can 
have a positive influence on improving task execution or PPC. While TA expresses foresight in anticipat-
ing tasks and identifying constraints, establishing foresight is only one part of lookahead planning. The 
other important aspect is making tasks ready by removing constraints. This other aspect is measure by an-
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other metric called Task Made Ready (TMR). Further research is required to incorporate TMR and study 
its impact on PPC and overall project performance. 

Figure 3: TA and PPC project results for nine experiments varying R between 0.1 and 0.9 

 

Figure 4: TA and PPC project results for nine experiments 
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Figure 5: Completion Weeks for nine experiments varying R between 0.1 and 0.9 

The study results show that even a small change in TA may have an impact on PPC. More research is 
required  before confirming the hypotheses that increasing TA will increase PPC. This would require run-
ning more future experiments and changing parameters such as N and New. While this paper presents 
preliminary results, performing more experiments can help solidify the conclusions and better describe 
the relationship between TA and PPC. 

The results shown in Figure 4 suggest that there are limitations to team planning. The diminishing re-
turns suggest that extreme investments in planning will fail to pay proper dividends when it comes to task 
execution. However,  the authors believe that the construction industry is still falling far behind that fron-
tier and can enjoy the benefits of improving lookahead planning by finishing projects earlier and may be 
cheaper. 

The results shown in this study will be useful to construction planners, superintendents, and manag-
ers. However, the results can be further emphasized  and validated if they can be reproduced experimen-
tally on a construction project. The results coming out of this study are exploratory results that can help 
support the hypothesis that increasing TA can increase PPC. However, future experiments on construction 
projects are required to accept the hypothesis. The authors are exploring those opportunities on two cur-
rent construction projects and hope to successfully design and implement experiments similar to emulate 
those presented in this paper. 
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